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now look, bond, it’s our best gadget yet
Your mobile will tell a spy almost anything he wants to
know about you, reveals Secret Agent Mark Harris

T

he revelations about Prism, the US
government’s surveillance programme,
have left many smartphone owners
looking warily at their devices — and
rightly so. The price of convenience is
that almost everything your smartphone
knows about you — from your location to your
contacts and your taste in music — is available to
prying eyes. Companies and agencies can track it
and extract information from it without it
leaving your pocket. And the more advanced
your smartphone, the better a spy it makes.
“If you asked GCHQ [the British listening post]
or the NSA [National Security Agency, America’s
spy centre] what they need to track a suspect,
they would say a microphone, a GPS locator and
a camera — everything that today’s smartphones
have,” says Justin Cappos, a computer science
professor at NYU-Poly in New York.
Surveillance can start the moment you turn
on your phone. As the recent exposé of calltracking in America shows, mobile phone
operators collect, and can be forced to hand over,
all kinds of information about your calling
habits. This includes the numbers you dial and
the phone base station your handset used, which
locates it with an accuracy of about a mile.
If the authorities want more precision, the
network can measure radio signals on your
phone from multiple base stations. A process
called triangulation calculates your position to
within a few hundred feet, placing you in a
building or following you as you travel in a city.
A more advanced process called trilateralisation
can calculate your height above the ground,

The new data snooping centre in Utah

putting you on a certain floor in a building.
Most modern smartphones are constantly
checking for wi-fi networks to join. Every time
they find one, that connection can be logged. If
investigators have that information too, they can
pinpoint your phone to within just a few feet —
even if you never make a call, go online or turn
on your phone’s GPS receiver.
Spies can even take control of a smartphone’s
camera, microphone and GPS. For anyone who
doubts that this is possible, just load an app such
as Prey (for Android and Apple devices), which
allows owners to activate the camera,
microphone and location finder over the internet
if their phone has been stolen. If an owner can
do this, then so can an intelligence agency with
the help of its supercomputers.
Google and Amazon have already shown that
they can delete software from phones and
tablets, with or without users’ knowledge or
permission. “I would suggest that if Google can
do it, there may well be a way that law
enforcement can do it,” says Gary Kessler,
professor of homeland security at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University in Florida.
Once you start using the software on your
phone, the potential for snooping increases.
Almost every app and service reveals something
about you. Opening Google Maps shows where
you plan to go, Hotmail contains your personal
communications and Facebook yields friends and
contacts. Permission for the software supplier to
use this data may have been granted by you in
the terms and conditions most users tick without
reading — see Dragon Dictation for an example
in Planet of the Apps, right.
As part of its controversial Prism programme,
the NSA claims it has access to these digital
services and many more. Your Skype video calls,
iPhone photos in the cloud and AOL instant
chats are all subject to interception. In March
alone the NSA indexed nearly 100bn pieces of
digital intelligence like this from users around
the world, according to documents leaked as part
of the recent revelations.
Even the sprawling American intelligence
network does not have the staff to sift through
that many status updates, photos of cute animals
and spam emails. Instead, it relies on computers
in data centres as big as any owned by the tech

Peeper in your pocket

If you use cloud services,
such as Apple’s Photo
Stream, your contacts,
snaps and other personal
information are sitting on
servers. It is claimed the NSA
is reading this data

As soon as your mobile
is switched on it can be
tracked to within 30
yards in a city. Turn on
wi-fi and GPS and that
distance narrows to just
a few feet

When you install apps, they
tell you what data they want
to use — such as your
contacts book. Don’t tap past
this without reading: even
the most innocuous apps
may upload private material
to the app developer

Your mobile phone
network logs every call
you make, where you
make it from, to whom
and for how long — it’s
how it knows what to
charge you. The NSA
has been given this data
by networks on request

No wireless connection is
ever secure. A voice call
or data packet can be
intercepted,
decrypted and read.
The volume of
traffic means this is
not done by
humans; instead,
security agencies
are building huge
‘server farms’ to
store data, and are
buying the world’s
most powerful
computers to analyse it

Smartphones also
contain cameras and
microphones, which can
turn them into bugging
devices. The software to
activate them remotely
has to be installed — as
many people do by
adding security apps
such as Prey

companies it targets. In September, a £760m NSA
server farm will open in Utah that is capable of
storing and processing more than five zettabytes
of data (one zettabyte is equal to about 1.1 trillion
gigabytes) — enough to fill a stack of DVDs
stretching from Earth to the moon.
Some of that processing muscle will be used to
search for suspicious key words in emails, texts
and voice calls, and to cross-reference call logs
with, say, flight plans and banking transactions.
The real challenge, though, is dealing with
multimedia content such as video calls and
YouTube videos. America’s Intelligence
Advanced Research Projects Activity aims to
harvest intelligence from billions of hours of

mobile phone footage. One program, codenamed
Aladdin, searches uploaded videos for images
and audio that suggest extremist content.
Another, called Finder, aims to identify where a
video was shot by analysing scenery in the
background — a project that requires images of
almost every place on Earth.
If a security agency should get hold of your
phone itself, it can extract even more data.
“From a technical standpoint, a Pin is not going
to keep the government out of your phone,” says
Cappos. “That’s not a threat manufacturers want
to protect their users from.”
Standard software tools available to police
forces can crack passwords and extract data from

MOBILE GAMES
Sid Meier’s
Ace Patrol
HHHHH
Free; iPad, iPhone.
Age 12
Sid Meier is a veteran
games designer (he
created Civilisation)
and his first mobile
title is a hugely
enjoyable First World War dogfight package. As battles
rage below, you command a squadron of planes, moving each of
them on a war-game-like hexagonal grid and then waiting for the
computer-controlled enemy to move in turn. Slick animations
show the subsequent action from a pilot’s view. As you complete
sorties, your flyers gain experience, while new and upgraded
planes arrive in your hangars. The game is free to download but
after six missions you’ll need to buy a campaign pack (69p each,
or £2.49 for all four) to continue. If this puts you off, you’ll miss
out on one of the finest tactical games, not just for mobile
devices, but on any platform.

forced entry
Spooks can extract data from your smartphone in
minutes with the Cellebrite Touch Ultimate
computer. The £6,500 device is sold, the company
says, only to law enforcement agencies, among
them the West Yorkshire police.
30 seconds Investigators identify the phone by
answering questions about its appearance. The
Touch Ultimate can distinguish between 4,000
models in no more than eight questions.
60 seconds Agents select the right data connector
and plug the phone into the console.
90 seconds The system bypasses locks and
passwords using known security flaws, or cracks
them using ‘brute force’ combinations of letters
and numbers. Only a few modern phones, including
the iPhone 5, can resist the latter attack.
150 seconds The Touch Ultimate extracts all
passwords and data, even if they have been
deleted. This includes call records, calendar
entries, email, GPS information, text messages,
photos, video and audio.

many phones within minutes (see panel). If
that doesn’t work, investigators might resort to
“flashing” the phone (copying its whole
memory onto another device) or removing its
memory chips entirely and connecting them to
a reader.
Security features such as facial and voice
recognition, used to wake up a phone, have
made devices tougher to crack. “There was a
sweet spot a couple of years ago when we could
pretty much get inside any phone,” says Kessler.
“It is now becoming harder.”
Pressure on phone makers to introduce such
features has come from consumers concerned
about lack of security. The latest measure is the

300 seconds The unit
displays the
most-called
numbers, key
contacts and
Facebook
friends for
investigators to
follow up.

“kill switch”, which allows users to wipe data
from a stolen phone remotely and — if it is
fitted with an unauthorised Sim card — prevent
it from working. Apple announced such a kill
switch for iPhones last week. At a meeting in
New York on Thursday, American government
lawyers asked Google, Samsung and Microsoft to
follow suit.
The industry is touting this development as a
way of reassuring consumers their phone data
is safer than ever. This is true, but users aren’t
the only people able to shut down their phones.
Government agencies can do so as well, leaving
you wondering whether, in the final analysis,
it’s you that controls your phone, or them.

This Star Trek-inspired
adventure was crowdfunded online, with fans
asked to stump up a total
of $100,000 (£67,000) to
finance its development, based on a description of the final
game. Did they waste their money? Not at all: the spaceship
simulation in which you select a crew, customise your vessel
and then set out to explore a universe teeming with malevolent
aliens is both rewarding and challenging. It’s played at two
levels: zoom out and pit your starship in battle against enemy
vessels, and zoom in to see how things are shaping up for your
shipmates — because enemies will beam aboard, fires can break
out and crew members may be injured or killed. Marshalling
your troops to fight bad guys on deck while simultaneously
trying to blow up enemy ships requires a tricky combination of
swift thinking and good strategy, so be warned.

Talisman:
Prologue
HHHII
£2.99; Android,
iPad, iPhone.
Age 4
Based on a board
game from the 1980s,
Talisman sends you
on a quest into
the bowels of the Earth, battling monsters and gathering
treasure as you go. But it loses the adversarial format of the
original: where once you raced against other players to the
finishing line, here you cross the board alone, moving via the roll
of electronic dice. When you land on a square you draw a card,
which may offer enemies, treasure, followers or weapons. How
this affects you depends on what sort of character you’re playing
as, because each has its own strengths and weaknesses — some
fight with weapons, others with magic. This game has captured
the look of the original Talisman but the lack of a multiplayer
option dents its appeal. Arion McNicoll

Lego Batman 2:
DC Super Heroes
HHHII
£35; Wii U. Age 7
Save Gotham City from comic-book villains
such as the Joker, Two-Face and the Penguin
in the latest version of the Lego superhero
game, where Batman and
Robin enlist the help of a
scene-stealing
Superman and a sassy
Wonder Woman. The
game first appeared on
the Xbox and PS3 a year
ago, but this Wii U
version still feels fresh
thanks to some
excellent use of the
innovative GamePad
controller. In the
single-player game,

THIS WEEK
Dictation apps
Audio Memos Free
Free; iPad, iPhone
“Note to self —
install dictation
app.” Yes, you too
can live the life of a
memo-firing executive with
these apps. Audio Memos
stands out from its rivals for
the quality of its recordings.
Tweak the settings and you
can record at four times the
typical quality of rivals, boost
the microphone sensitivity
and use “normalisation” to
ensure a constant volume.
Excellent recordings are the
result — rich and nuanced
speech if you dictate straight
into the mic — and it picks up
distant speakers at
commendable volume too.
This quality comes at a cost.
The Wav files consume
memory at the rate of 100kB
per second of speech, so an
hour’s recording will take up
close to half a gigabyte. Best
to export your files, then: this
free version allows you to
email them; if you run into
attachment size limits, a 69p
version allows you to save to
Dropbox and other online
storage services.

the GamePad’s second screen serves as a
map or a way of swapping between
superheroes, but comes into its own in twoplayer mode. Previously this would split the
display in two, with each player getting just
half the screen to themselves; now one gamer
uses a standard controller and sees the full
display, while their buddy plays on the
touchscreen GamePad — much
more satisfying for both.
The gameplay remains
unchanged: bash, collect and
build Lego structures out of
the smashable scenery,
switching between characters
to solve puzzles by using their
special abilities, such as
Robin’s magnetic suit or
Batman’s invisibility costume.
This Wii U version is great fun to
play — if a little late to the block
party. Steve O’Rourke

Recordium
Free; iPad, iPhone
Audio Memos’
editing functions
are basic — you can
only name your
recordings and add a few
notes. Recordium’s are far
more sophisticated. Once a
recording has been saved, you
can flag up passages during
playback by highlighting the
relevant section on a
graphical representation of
the recording; edit long files
(while preserving the original)
by cutting out non-highlighted
passages; and fast-forward
through sections — all useful
for students and journalists
alike, who have to pick out
relevant quotes from
sometimes rambling
recordings. Files can be
exported by email or to
various cloud storage
services, among them
Dropbox and Google Drive,
and there are several formats
to choose from, including
space-saving MP3. A fun
addition is the opportunity to
compile a wish list of
functions you’d like to see and
send it to the developers.

Dragon Dictation
Free; iPad, iPhone
If you don’t have a
personal assistant
to type up your
recordings, Dragon
Dictation does an excellent
job of transcribing speech.
Just tap the Record button,
speak into the phone’s mike
(the less background noise,
the better) and after a brief
pause watch your words
appear with surprising
accuracy on screen. It needs
an internet connection to
work; export options are
limited to cutting and pasting
your words into, say, a text
message or email; and
spellings are in American
English, although you can edit
the copy after transcription.
Be aware that the app asks to
store the names of your
contacts online, so that it can
recognise their names when
you say them.
sunday times online

For the definitive guide to
apps and games, go to
thesundaytimes.co.uk/
theapplist

DON’T PANIC

Your tech problems solved by our experts

Q

I have some ancient
slideshows that I want
to turn into PowerPoint
presentations. The visuals
are no problem, but one
show also uses sound from
an audio cassette. How can
I digitise it?
EH, Pontefract

A

GAMES
Star Command
HHHHI
£1.99; iPad, iPhone.
Age 9

PLANET
OF THE apps
Matt Bingham

The process is simpler than
you may think. Almost all
modern computers have an
audio input port, so your only
expense will be a suitable
cable to link the cassette
player’s headphones socket to
your computer’s input. Search
for “3.5mm cable” on Amazon
or eBay to see dozens of
examples at around £1 each.
You’ll need to use software
to convert the analogue tape
recording into a digital file.
Audacity, available for Mac,
Windows and other operating
systems free at audacity.
sourceforge.net, will convert
the tape as it plays over the
cable and tidy up hiss and
other distortion as it does so. It
will also let you save one long
tape recording as a series of
separate tracks, if needed.
Audacity can save audio in
a variety of formats; simply
choose one that PowerPoint
recognises, such as MP3, and

import it into the presentation
software. Special effects, such
as fade in or out, can then be
added. You can tell PowerPoint
to play specific tracks for
specific slides, or to have a
single track playing in the
background over however
many slides you like. Tony
Smith

Q

My Windows 7 laptop
won’t connect to
certain wi-fi networks,
notably those in hotels,
coffee shops and my
sixth-form college — all
ones on which you are
supposed to access the
internet via a login page.
No such page appears in
my browser. What am I
doing wrong?
HH, Herefordshire

pages are common in
AallowLogin
such wi-fi hotspots. They
the internet service

provider to gain an insight
into who is using its service,
as well as to limit users’ time
online (to stop people hogging
the connection).
I suspect the problem is
that your web browser has an
aggressive pop-up blocker
activated, which is preventing
the login page from showing
up. Check the browser’s
settings and disable any
anti-pop-up options.
If you want to keep the
blocker active — it’s useful for
suppressing ads — you could
install a second browser purely
for use in hotspots: Chrome,
Firefox and Opera all do the
job (make sure the pop-upblocking plug-ins are disabled).
However, if the hotspot is
the kind you connect to via a
link, you can use your existing
browser, blocker intact. If you
right-mouse-click on the link
and select “Open in New
Window”, it stops the login
page behaving like a pop-up,
so it should now appear
properly. Nigel Powell
Email your tech
queries to dontpanic@
sunday-times.co.uk

